NOETIX CLOUD ANALYTICS
Enables greater operational efficiency
for the Oracle ecosystem

SOLUTION OVERVIEW
The Noetix Cloud Analytics solution leads the way
in addressing customers’ needs for hybrid analytics
architectures across Cloud and on-premises
applications.
Building and extending on the rich legacy of NoetixViews, Noetix
Analytics and RapidDecision, Magnitude’s Noetix Cloud Analytics
delivers packaged business analytics for Oracle ERPs to accomplish
three main goals:

•A
 chieve a 360 degree view
of your organization
Enables data blending of business analytics across multiple Oracle
ERPs (EBS, JDEdwards OneWorld, JDE EnterpriseOne, JDE World,
PeopleSoft), as well as any other data sources for complete visibility
across the business from one central reporting platform.

• Control your journey to the Cloud
Enables the inclusion and blending of Oracle Cloud Applications
(OCA) with any other source to facilitate a gradual migration to OCA.

•A
 ccelerate your Business Intelligence
initiatives
The flexible architecture allows support for all popular BI platforms,
including Tableau, Microsoft PowerBI, Qlik and others to leverage
your existing investments.

NOETIX CLOUD
ANALYTICS —
for Oracle and
Beyond
As a centralized analytical
platform, the uniqueness of the
Noetix Cloud Analytics solution
stems from the combined
experience and knowledge
from Magnitude’s Noetix and
RapidDecision product suites.
Noetix Cloud Analytics delivers
support for combined
reporting across multiple ERPs
and external SaaS applications
including Oracle Cloud
Applications. Noetix Cloud
Analytics provides near realtime replication and reporting
views on the cloud based ODS
tightly integrated with Noetix
Hub.

Noetix Cloud Analytics is an exciting development for existing Magnitude Noetix and RapidDecision users who may also
be interested in improving real-time performance and consolidated reporting across multiple ERP environments.
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NOETIX CLOUD ANALYTICS: Integrated, 360 degree
Enterprise Reporting

Noetix Cloud Analytics combines Magnitude Noetix and RapidDecision (Datalytics) product suites, with Magnitude’s experience
and knowledge — and takes it to the cloud for consolidated reporting over heterogeneous ERP systems both in the cloud and on
premises.

Magnitude’s transformative approach to unified application data management delivers vast operational efficiencies for today’s
complex business application landscape. By way of its broad portfolio of business application data access, management and
reporting products, the company helps thousands of business users simplify management of their data and deliver on the
substantial productivity gains modern applications originally promised.

Dive deeper into this topic or contact us today to request a demo:
1.866.466.3849
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